
DONT SHOW

Show, don't tell is a technique used in various kinds of texts to allow the reader to experience the story through action,
words, thoughts, senses, and feelings.

Your character pulls her collar up, tightens her scarf, shoves her hands deep into her pockets, turns her face
away from the biting wind. Then, for every emotion-explaining word you find, write down physical reactions
of feeling that way. Both showing and telling have their place. I mean, what? But the uniformed officer
currently attending the scene did say that this woman appears to have been beheaded. They can also apply to
poetry, creative nonfiction, memoir, biography, journalistic writing, and many other genres. But try taking
your descriptions up a notch by having your character engage with the description at hand, making for a more
experiential read. Rather than having everything simply imparted to him, he sees it in his mind and comes to
the conclusions you want. Telling: I had a great conversation with Tim over dinner and loved hearing his
stories. More telling. No one ever would. And why do they do that? The thin line of mortar needed before you
lay the next stone. What do those things mean for you? The telling of backstory should be sprinkled in
organically. Telling When you tell rather than show, you simply inform your reader of information rather than
allowing him to deduce anything. Plunging her fork into a glistening egg yolk, she crammed it into her mouth
as the farmer observed her with a gentle smile. He wore red Italian leather riding boots. The following points
describe how you can learn to become better at both showing and telling, so that achieving a good balance
eventually becomes natural for you. Either way, practicing will help this technique become easy and even
natural â€” which will allow you to write more, faster. Constantly work on your creative prose techniques to
imbue your narrative telling with as much originality and imagination as possible. Robust verbs convey action;
weak verbs are static. That course has had awesome client reviews, it covers absolutely everything involved in
writing a great novel. Everything about him expressed total exhaustion. For point-of-view POV characters, go
deep. Now take those stronger verbs and words that depict a deeper emotion and craft your sentence or
paragraph with those to reflect how you truly felt. For example: The stranger emerged from the forest as the
wind whipped the trees into a tangle. Can you see the differences? Only then, one bright, clear day in March.
And there you go. Using this theory, the boldface words Italian and concealed are telling here, as are the final
two sentences. Showing and telling: an extended example How showing and telling work in an actual book
OK. And honestly? Showing and telling: you always need both. They both have their jobs to do â€” and now
you know what they are, you can be sure of doing them right. Ditch those boring feeling words. But because
this specific writing skill is vital for building strong emotional connections, you have to implement this
information. Except for long monologues in which the character is conveying information sometimes called an
information dump, which should be avoided anyway , most dialogue is showingâ€”excluding the dialogue
tags. Showing is for drama and your book should be mostly drama.


